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Proceedings: Second International Conference on Case Histories In Geotechnical Engineering, June 1-5, 1988, St. Louis, Mo., Paper No. 4.36 

In-Situ Determination of Dynamic Properties of 
Soil for Foundation of a Turbo-Generator 
V.D. Mlglanl 
Professor of Civil Engineering, Regional Engineering College, 
Kurukshetra, Haryana, India 

SYNOPSIS: The paper presents a case history of performance and analysis of results of vertical 
& horizontal resonance tests on a standard concrete block in a well, for in-situ determination of 
dynamic properties of soil required for design of a turbo-generator, under unusual conditions of 
high water table. Pumping from the two wells constructed for lowering the water level was not 
enough and pumping from within the main well had to be resorted to to bring down the water level 
to a little below the top surface of the model block. As expected, amplitude versus frequency 
curves for vertical resonance test showed dtwo resonant peaks instead of one, indicating occurrence 
of two modes of vibration. A method for estimating dynamic co-efficients of soil, throu~h derived 
curves for ratio of natural frequencies in horizontal and vertical modes versus effective area of 
base, has been suggested. A repeat test under good conditions confirmed the adequacy of the method. 

INTRODUCTION 

Projects of progress have to be executed in 
a time bound frame. The author had an opportu
nity to carry out investigations for determi
ning dynamic soil properties required for a 
210 megawatt turbo-generator of such a thermal 
power project in India and was desired to make 
the recommendations within a limited time 
period. 

The following dynamic properties of soil were 
required: 

(i) Co-efficient of Elastic uniform 
comhpression (Cu ) 

( ii) co-efficient of Elastic uniform shear 
(Ct ) 

(iii) co-efficient of Elastic Non-uniform 
compression (C <f> ) 

(iv) co-efficient of Elastic Non-uniform 
shear ( c 'f l 

The Indian Standard Code (IS: 5249-1977) pres
cribes size of pit(4.5 m x 2.75 m in plan, 
depth = depth of foundation) and size of block 
(1.5 m x 0.75 m x 0.7 m high) and also method 
of conduct of tests. Dynamic tests include 
resonance & wave propagation tests. On account 
of site conditions, departure from the provi
sions of the code had to be resorted to. 

SITE CONDITIONS & TEST ARRANGEMENT 

The proposed depth foundation for the turbo
generator was 4. 7 m below ground level (GL). 
The soil above and below was mainly sandy. 
Sub-soil water level (SSWL) was 2.5 m below 
GL. Because of these conditions, the resonance 
tests were planned to be conducted on a standard 
block 1.50 m x 0.75 m x 0.70 m of plain concrete 
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constructed in a brick well of 3. 5 m internal 
diameter at the proposed foundation depth. 
Two side wells of 2 m internal diameter were 
also constructed (Fig. 1). 

SHA CEO AREA ASSUMUMEO 
AS EFFECTIVE BASE AREA 

~ELL 

0 
ESTIMATE 0 OIREC:TION 

OF SUB-SOl L WATER FlOW 

Fig. 1 - Plan of Test Arrangeme-nt 

It was estimated that pumping out of water 
from the side wells would be enough to keep 
the water level in the main well below the 
surface of block during mounting of equipment 
& conduct of test. However, a.t the time of 
conduct of test, due to rise in SSWL, pumping 
out o~ water from the side wells was not enough 
to br1ng down the water level in the main well 
to desired extent. Water level in the test 
well remained at about 10 to 15 em above the 
block. Although undesirable, pumping from 
within the main well had to be resorted to 
on accoynt of time bound programme of the proje~t. 
The po1nt chosen for this purpose was on the 
longer axis of the block, near the well boundary 
and as far as possible near the surface of 
water. 
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BLOCK RESONANCE TESTS 

The follow i ng resonance tes t s were conducted 
on the model bdlock foundat i on: 

l. 
2 . 

vertical resonance test 
Horizontal resonance test 

The wave propagation t est was not possible 
on account of high water table. 

The resonance tes t s were carr i ed out by ount ng 
a mechanical osc "llator on top of the bl ock. 
The osci llator was s t to produce vertical 
or horizontal harmonic excitat i on. The osci
llator was driven by a o.c.shunt otor, the 
speed of which was var i ed wi tb an independent 
control unit . The vibrations of the model block 
were picked up by a velocity pick-up, the 
signals of wh i ch were i ntegrated and amplified 
by means of a o.c. amplifier and observed on 
an amplitude meter. The line di agram of the 
set up of recording arrangement is shown in 
fig. 2. 

Fig. 2 - Li ne Di agram of Testing Equip ent 

VERTICAL RESONANCE TEST 

The osc llator was ounted centrally on the 
block such that it produced vert i cal bar onic 
exciting force and the line of action of such 
excitation passed through the centre of gravity 
of the block . On top of the block, the velocity 
pick-up was fixed with its sensing axis in 
the vertical direction. Amplitudes were observed 
on an amplitude meter and recorded for different 
frequencies and at anqles of eccentricity of 
oscillator equal to 72° , 108° and 144° . Frequ
ency-amplitude curves at these eccentricities 
from these observations were drawn . A typical 
curve is shown in fig . 3. 

The corresponding resonant frequencies are 
shown in Table 1 . The co-efficient of elastic 
uniform compression (C u ) is obtained by using 
the following expression : 

m 

••• (1) 
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Fig . 3 - A Typical Amplitude v/s Frequency 
curve from vertical Resonance Test 

Where :-

m = mass of the block plus that of the 
motor , oscillator and other mountings 

A = Base area of the block 

• 150 c x 75 xm 

Resonant frequency i n the vertical 
ode 

The values of the co-efficient of elastic unifor 
compression (Cu ) corresponding to base area 
of model block are listed in column 4 of Table-1 
and the values of cu correspond i ng to 10 sq 
m area of foundation are tabulated in column 
5 of the table . These were calculated by using 
relationship: 

••• ( 2) 

Where: 

cu and c u correspond to base areas A1 & A2 
1 2 

such a relationship is valid for small areas 
upto about 10 Sq m For base area greater 
than 10 Sq m, the value of Cu remains almost 
constant (Barkan (1962)) . 
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TABLE - 1 

Resonant Frequencies and Values of 
cu from vertical Resonance Test 

ANGlE OF 

ECCEIHRICII Y 
OF 

OSC I\.lAIOR 

I 

RESOHAHI 

FAEClUEHCY 

'"' lc . p t l 

J 

)1.0 

10·2 

28 7 

OVHAMIC 
,OIIC:[ 

lkv l 

) 

120.) 

157.2 

178.7 

Cu 
IIC gtcm'J 
A•HJS..l 

( 

&. Le 

6.16 

5·911 

Cu 

kt1Cm1 

A •tO rn1 

s 

1.18 

2 .07 

2.00 

On account of dewatering fro inside the main 
well, deviation from uniform reaction caused 
the block to vibrate in two modes: 

( i) rocking about a horizontal axis passing 
through the centre of the base area,and 

( ii) vertical. 

Since the natural frequency ( and hence resonant 
frequency ) in the rocking mode is lower than 
that of the vertical mode , the first peaks 
appearing in amplitude v/s frequency curves 
have been ignored in computations. 

It may be noted that the values of cu in columns 
4 & 5 need correction. 

HORIZONTAL RESONANCE TBST 

The mechanical oscillator was mounted on the 
block such that it generated horizontal harmonic 
excitation parallel to longitudinal axis of 
the block. The velocity pick-up was ounted 
on top of the block, with its sensing axis 
horizontal and parallel to the excitation . 
Horizontal ampl itudes were recorded against 
different frequencies for different settings 
of angles of eccentricity of the oscillator . 

Frequency v/s a plitude curves from the horizontal 
vibration test for angles of eccentricity of 
oscillator of 120, 1080 and 1440 were drawn. 
A typical curve is shown in fig. 4 . 

The resonant frequencies obtained from these 
curves are listed in column 2 of the Table 
.2. 

When an oscillator 18 mounted on the top of 
the block to produce horizontal excitation , 
such an excitation causes the block to vibrate 
in coupled translatory motion along the longi
tudinal axis an~ rocking motion about transverse 
axis of the block. Thus the system has two 
degrees of freedom and hence two natural f r equ
encies as also two resonant frequenci es . In 
order to determine whether the resonant frequency 
obtained is corresponding to first or second 
mode of vibration , the amplitudes were observed 
carefully for different frequencies of the 
oscillator which var ied from 0 to about 30 
c . p . s. in one case . It was observed that first 
resonance occurred near 12 c.p.s. The amplitudes 
were a~ ~he lowest at 24 c . . p . s . and started 
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Fig . 4 - A Typical Amplitude v/s Frequency 
curve from Horizontal Resonance 
Test 

TABLE - 2 

Resonant Frequencies and values of 
Ct from Horizontal Resonance Test 

AMGlE OF' 

E CCEIITRICITY 
OF' 
OSCII.LA TOR 

I 

RESOMAHT 

FREctU£NCY 

'"" lc .p.al 

l 

\2 ·8 

·~· ' 
12· 0 

OYMAHIC 
,OIIC[ 

IKe I 

l 

e, 
c Kg/c..ll 

•·• ns.l 

' 
1.)1 

123 

115 

Ct 
Ktlc,' 
A•lG m1 

s 

o.u 
0 ·1.1 

0.39 

increasing beyond 24 c.p.s. thereby indicating 
second mode occuring beyond 30 c.p.s. The 
resonant frequencies listed in column 2 of 
the table 2 correspon~ to the first mode of 
vibration. After determining the mode of vibra
tion, the co-efficient of elastic uniform shear 
ct is obtained using the following relationship: 

•• • ( 3) 
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~0 

I 

• Resonant frequency obtained from 
horizontal vibration test 

• A/m 

• 3. 46 I/f1n0 

• Mass moment of inertia of block 
with mount ings about the horizon
tal axis passing through centre 
of gravity of the block and pre
pendicular to the direction of 
vibration 

Mass moment of inertia of block 
• and •ountings about the horizontal 

~xr• .Pa~~i~g through centr'· ot 
"base area of the block and pre
pendicular to the direction of 
vibration 

• Second moment of area of base of 
the block about the horizontal 
axis passing through the centre 
of gravity the area and prepen
dicular to the direction of vibration 

use ehe +ve sign for 2nd mode of vibration 
and -ve sign for the first mode of vibration. 

For the size of the block used in this test 
and first resonant frequency, equation (3) 
reduces to:-

... (4) 

Os i ng the above relation, the co-efficient 
of elastic uniform shear for the base area 
of the block was calculated and these values 
are listed in column 4 of Table 2. 

Tbe value of ct correspondi!l9 to 10 Sq m area 
were computed using the relat ionship : 

••• (5) 

where ct and ct correspond to areas A1 and 
1 2 

A2 respectively. These values of ct are recorded 
in column 5 of the Table 2. 

As per Table - 1, the values of ctin columns 
4 & 5 of table 2 need correction. 

CQ-EFFICIENTS OP BLASTIC NON-ONIFORM COMPRESSION 
( c; ) AND ELASTIC NON-UNIFORM SHEAR ( C f ) 
No direct field tests are available at present 
for determination of these properties of soil. 
The following relationship, as given in IS:5249-
l977 may be used for these co-efficients: 

c; • 3.46 <=t 

c)ll •0 . 7S<=u 

••• ( 6) 

• • • ( 7) 
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TEST RESULTS 

!"he values of ~ corresponding to 10 Sq m base 
area as calculated fro vertical resonance 
test conducted at different eccentr i cities 
of oscillator vary from 2.00 to 2 . 18 kg/cm3 
(Table 1) . 

The values of ct corresponding to 10 Sq m base 
area as calculated from hor izontal resonance 
test, similarly, vary from 0.39 to 0.44 kg/cm3, 
i.e., the values are of the order of one fifth 
of the values of CU whereas actual val ues 
of 't should be in the range of half to two 
third of values of cu. 
It is thus clear that the values of Ct have 
been affected considerably due to dewatering 
from inside the ain well . 

The values of cu and ct computed above, therefore , 
needed corrections . 

CORRECTIONS OF TEST RESULTS 

An attempt was made to estimate correction 
factors to be applied to the values of soil 
parameters obtained in the tests by assuming 
that certain base area of the block near the 
point of dewatering was of no effect (see f i g.l). 

From equations (1) ' (2) , ratio of fnz & fnx 
(corresponding to first ode) can be written as: 

where 

E • jo2 - 4 A0 10 

Equation (8) reduces to: 

fnz ;eu ISO 
-- • -c ·d-e 
fnx t 

where 

d • 121.1 + 223 .9 p2 

e • /a2 - 70581 p2 

• •• ( 8) 

••• ( 9) 

p • effective base area/total base area 
ratio 

Using equation (9), f 0 z/f0 x v/s per cent effective 
base area curve hasbeen drawn in fig . 5. corre
ction factor v/s per cent effect ive base area 
has been derived using equation (2) and plotted 
in fig. 5 • 
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,o.verage (,z • 30.3 c.p.s. (Table 1 ) 

12.4 c.p.s. (Table 21 

Per cent Effective area corresponding to this 
ratio on the curvel:i.s 44.9 (i.e., p•.449) and 
against this per cent effective area, correction 
factor is 1. 5 • Therefore, corrected values 
of cu are equal to 3.0 to 3.3 kg/cm3 and hence 
corrected values of ct are equal to 1. 5 to 
1.7 kg/cm3 for base areas of 10 Sq ~ . 

These values could well serve the purpose 
of preliminary design of t he foundat i on. 

REPEAT TEST 

The resonance tests were repeated after a 
lapse of about 4 months under very low draw
down conditions . The general water table 
was low .on account of dewatering in the surround
ing area. The level of water within the test 
well was further lowered by means of pumping 
out from the two side wells. Amplitudes 
observed were plotted against frequencies 
of the oscillator. In vertical resonance 
test, no second peak was observed indicating 
absence of rocking ode. 

A typical a plitude v/s frequ ncy curve fro 
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vertical resonance test is shown i n fi g . 6 . 
The resu l ts are shown in tables 3 & 4. 
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Pig . 6 - A Typical Amplitude v/s Frequency 
curve from Vertical Resonance 
(Repeat) Test 

TABLE - 3 
Resonance Frequencies and values of Cu 
from vertical Resonance (Repeat) Test 

ANGlE OP' RESONANI DVNA~IC Cu Cu 

55 

£ CCEMTRICII V "II! QUINCY FORCE I1Ct/C..,11 l<f / (MI 
OF '•• O!ICillATOR I c.p . s I 

I l 

I Kt I 

' 
163 

211 

254 

A•l · US.J 

' 

A•IO N1 

s 

2-95 

2.85 

2.78 
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TABLE - 4 

Resonant Frequencies and Values of Ct 
from Horizontal Resonance (Repeat) Test 

ANGLE OF 
ECCENTRICITY 
OF 
OSCILLATOR 

1 

RESONAIIT 
FREQUENCY 

'·~ ( c .p. • l. 

l 

28·5 

25-5 

25.0 

OYNAMIC 
FORCE 

(Kg) 

3 

102 

110 

127 

~ 
( Kg/Cm1) 

A• HlSn? 

4 

s.so 
5.20 

4.95 

Ct 
kg/Cm1 

A•10 m1 

5 

2 -19 

1.75 

1-67 

The other details of the tests are available 
elsewhere (Higlani- 1982). 

CONCLUSION 

Comparison of the results with corrected values 
of cu & ct indicates a reasonable prediction 
of design values of dynamic soil parameters 
and confirms the adequacy of the suggested 
method of correction. 
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